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Application security software helps to make apps safer by detecting,
resolving and improving their security. This benefit mostly occurs
during the development stage, but the platform also includes
methods and tools to safeguard apps after their deployment. The
product has become vital as hackers are increasingly focusing their
attacks on applications.
Hundreds of application security solutions are available to protect the
different aspects of your apps portfolio. These include evaluating
unwitting coding threats, locking down programming changes,
auditing access rights and permissions, assessing encryption options
and more. Specialized tools are available for network-based
applications, mobile apps, and firewalls created specifically for web
apps.
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Award Levels

Customer Success Report
Ranking Methodology
The FeaturedCustomers Customer Success ranking is based on
data from our customer reference platform, market presence,
web presence, & social presence as well as additional data
aggregated from online sources and media properties. Our
ranking engine applies an algorithm to all data collected to
calculate the final Customer Success Report rankings.
The overall Customer Success ranking is a weighted average
based on 3 parts:

MARKET LEADER
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
substantial customer base & market
share. Leaders have the highest ratio of
customer success content, content
quality score, and social media presence
relative to company size.

CONTENT SCORE
●

Total # of vendor generated customer references (case
studies, success stories, testimonials, and customer videos)

●

Customer reference rating score

●

Year-over-year change in amount of customer references on
FeaturedCustomers platform

TOP PERFORMER
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
significant market presence and

●

Total # of profile views on FeaturedCustomers platform

resources and enough customer

●

Total # of customer reference views on FeaturedCustomers

reference content to validate their vision.

platform

Top Performer's products are highly rated
by its customers but have not achieved

MARKET PRESENCE SCORE
●

Social media followers including LinkedIn, Twitter, & Facebook

●

Vendor momentum based on web traffic and search trends

●

Organic SEO key term rankings

●

Company presence including # of press mentions

the customer base and scale of a Market
Leader.

COMPANY SCORE
●

Total # of employees (based on social media and public
resources)

RISING STAR
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com that
does not have the market presence of

●

Year-over-year change in # of employees over past 12 months

Market Leaders or Top Performers, but

●

Glassdoor ranking

understands where the market is going

●

Venture capital raised

and has disruptive technology. Rising
Stars have been around long enough to
establish momentum and a minimum
amount of customer reference content
along with a growing social presence.
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2020 Customer Success Awards
Check out this list of the highest rated Application Security software based
on the FeaturedCustomers Customer Success Report.

* Companies listed in alphabetical order
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Featured Testimonials
ABOUT VERACODE

Veracode delivers the most widely
used cloud-based platform for

The security of our products and services is very important to us, and
Veracode helps us ensure that we never lose our customers’ trust and
confidence.
TABREZ NAQVI
DIRECTOR OF INFORMATION SECURITY AND RISK, COX AUTOMOTIVE

securing web, mobile, legacy and
third-party enterprise applications.
By identifying critical
application-layer threats before
cyber-attackers can find and
exploit them, Veracode helps
enterprises deliver innovation to

Finding something that can consistently scan and not generate false
positives is impressive.
SABASTIAN HIGH
GLOBAL APPLICATION SECURITY & SOFTWARE ASSURANCE, MCKESSON

market faster — without sacrificing
security. Veracode’s powerful
cloud-based platform, deep
security expertise and
programmatic, best practices
approach provide enterprises with

It has allowed us to scale and find vulnerabilities much faster than
previous manual tools.
SUZAN NASCIMENTO
SVP OF APPLICATION SECURITY, UNION BANK

a simpler and more scalable way to
reduce application-layer risk across
their global software
infrastructures. Recognized as a
Gartner Magic Quadrant Leader
since 2010, Veracode secures
hundreds of the world’s largest

Veracode enables me to provide better code, faster, so my time to
market is less.
JIM NELMS
CHIEF INFORMATION SECURITY OFFICER, LABCORP

global enterprises, including 3 of
the top 4 banks in the Fortune 100
and 25+ of the world's top 100
brands.
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ABOUT ARMOR

The way they structure the firewall is a big selling point. The multiple
layers of security provide the advanced protection we need.
BO LAIS
CTO, RX SAVINGS SOLUTIONS

Armor offers customer centric
security outcomes for retail and
eCommerce enterprises,
healthcare organizations, payment
leaders and financial institutions.
Armor protects highly sensitive
data for the most

Our clients are concerned about the visibility, accessibility, and privacy
of their data. Armor provides the solution and the peace of mind that
we need to provide to our clients.
MICHAEL NOLAND
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER, OFFICEACCORD

security-conscious companies in
the world. With its proven
cybersecurity approach and
proprietary cloud infrastructure
built specifically for security,
compliance and performance,

We chose Armor because they understood HIPAA, understood cloud
security and, most importantly, understood what was required to
establish our solution as one hosted on a robust environment.

responsible businesses choose
Armor to reduce their risk.

THARAK KRISHNAMURTHY
CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER, VITALAXIS

The company has built its infrastructure specifically for security. It’s
extremely well suited for our client data. It’s HIPAA-compliant and has
helped us streamline the scope of our own internal audits.
MICHAEL FREDERICK
VICE PRESIDENT, ASSURANCE SERVICES AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT, HITRUST
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ABOUT CHECKMARX

Checkmarx, founded in 2006, is a
leader in application security

Checkmarx simply had the best solution for us. Their product was very easy-to-use. Being able
to "remember" what was non-exploitable from one scan to the next really helped our
effectiveness. Due to the success we've seen with the Checkmarx application security testing, we
are looking to expand the use of static analysis to other areas outside security.
CHRIS KINGS-LYNNE
R&D MANAGER, NAVITAS

solutions, having developed the
first platform for true Source Code
Analysis (SCA) with its marquee
solution: Static Application Security
Testing (SAST). Checkmarx's
mission is to enable organizations
to secure applications from the
start, reducing risk and cost along

The biggest value that we found from Checkmarx was the quick
turnaround time on scans (and) the ability to integrate it into the
pipeline.
JEREMY BROOKS
APPLICATION SECURITY LEAD, AARON'S

the way. Platforms offer maximum
application security for software
developers and security experts
throughout the Software
Development Life Cycle (SDLC), in
both Enterprise and Cloud
platform models.

We found that Checkmarx supported all coding languages we use and we were able to easily
implement the solution within our organization. We are now glad to be delivering top notch
applications to our customers while using Checkmarx to ensure the highest secure coding
standards.
AJAY KUMAR
SENIOR DIRECTOR OF INFORMATION SECURITY AND COMPLIANCE, PHOTON

The best use of Checkmarx is within our CI/CD pipeline – We use the
Checkmarx Jenkins plug-in. In Jenkins we build out the code and deploy
it. The code is then scanned whenever a build is created.
TIMOTHY DE BLOCK
MANAGER OF SECURITY ENGINEERING, PREMISE HEALTH
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ABOUT CONTRAST SECURITY

Self-protecting software is a significant evolution in the approach to software security on AWS.
With Contrast Security, AWS customers now have a means to get continuous visibility into
application layer attacks and the ability to immediately protect themselves from new threats.
ROHIT GUPTA
GLOBAL SEGMENT LEADER, SECURITY, AMAZON WEB SERVICES

Contrast Security is the world’s
leading provider of security
technology that enables software
applications to protect themselves
against cyberattacks, heralding the
new era of self-protecting
software. Contrast's patented deep
security instrumentation is the

We implemented Contrast’s solutions and we have received actionable insights
and great results overall. I truly believe in Contrast Security - they have the
potential to replace static and dynamic application security testing tools.
MUKESH KUMAR
SECURITY ARCHITECT, ASG TECHNOLOGIES

breakthrough technology that
enables highly accurate
assessment and always-on
protection of an entire application
portfolio, without disruptive
scanning or expensive security
experts. Only Contrast has sensors

I love Contrast’s technology. Because it is continuous, working in real time, Contrast has been
exceptionally helpful identifying true false positives. This has saved my team a tremendous
amount of time, freeing them up and allowing them to focus on other key initiatives.
SARAN MAKAM
DIRECTOR OF APPLICATION SECURITY, ENVESTNET | YODLEE

that work actively inside
applications to uncover
vulnerabilities, prevent data
breaches, and secure the entire
enterprise from development to
operations, to production.

We use Contrast to actively integrate security into the SDLC. We have other tools that
monitor code quality, but they don’t look for security issues. Contrast allows
developers to see in real-time the impact of their coding decisions so that they can
make changes.
KAMRAN IZADPANAH
CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER, TILLSTER
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ABOUT IMPERVA

Imperva, pioneering the third pillar

Before we installed Imperva SecureSphere we had many attacks that took the site down. Now
we are able to block the IP addresses with Imperva ThreatRadar. Altogether the SecureSphere
solution protects us against hackers and provides better performance and availability for our
partners and customers.
STEVE MURITH
IT PROJECT MANAGER, SCOTT SPORTS

of enterprise security, fills the gaps
in endpoint and network security
by directly protecting high-value
applications and data assets in
physical and virtual data centers.
With an integrated security
platform built specifically for
modern threats, Imperva data

Imperva, in addition to always blocking threats, sends out alerts when anything dangerous
develops without us having to constantly keep an eye on the console. With limited human
resources within our means, Imperva guarantees easy and absolute security, and protects vital
customer information. These, I believe, are the greatest merits of adopting the Imperva solution.
YUJI TAJIMA
LEADER, INFORMATION SYSTEMS DEPARTMENT, PARTNER AGENT

center security provides the
visibility and control needed to
neutralize attack, theft, and fraud
from inside and outside the
organization, mitigate risk, and
streamline compliance. Over 3,000
customers in more than 75
countries rely on Imperva's

Imperva SecureSphere improved our security posture. We saw dramatic results after
we implemented Secure Sphere. Secure Sphere stopped application attacks—helping
us to pass our security audits— and provided us greater visibility into our Web
applications.
JIM LONG
DIRECTOR OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, BRAINSHARK

SecureSphere platform to
safeguard their business. Imperva
is headquartered in Redwood
Shores, California.

Imperva's web application firewall is our main line of defense against application attacks...
SecureSphere was the most impressive solution in terms of Overall quality. We evaluated a
variety of products, but Imperva's solution offered the best performance, coverage and
usability.
ERIC WOLF
DEPUTY DIRECTOR, TEHILA PROJECT, ISRAEL MINISTRY OF FINANCE
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ABOUT RAPID7

Rapid7 is engineering better
security with simple, innovative

The goals over the past three or four years has been to transform us from a
reactive security organization to something that is much more proactive. The
integration of tools and pre-emptive alerting is a large part of this.
PETER DEGOTARDI
CYBERSECURITY MANAGER, UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY SYDNEY

solutions for IT security's most
critical challenges. Rapid7 security
data and analytics solutions collect,
contextualize, correlate, and
analyze the security data you need
to dramatically reduce threat
exposure and detect compromise
in real-time. Unlike traditional

The experience with using Rapid7 has been really great, we enjoyed the team that came onsite
and worked with us as well as the remote team that we had working on our penetration test.
The results were awesome and we have hopes of continuing the relationship to move forward
with other endeavors.
DARYLIN MCLAUGHLIN
INFORMATION SECURITY OFFICER, P.C. RICHARD & SON

vulnerability assessment or
incident management, Rapid7's
comprehensive data collection,
attacker intelligence, and
user-behavior analytics give you
immediate insight into the security
state of your assets and users from
the endpoint to the cloud. They

Immediately, the information began flowing in a very manageable way. It was
easy to see the value in the product – it alerted us to the presence of malware
that was easily eliminated, but that we might not otherwise have known
about.
SØREN HANSEN
IT SECURITY MANAGER, CHR. HANSEN

offer unmatched capabilities to
spot intruders leveraging today's
#1 attack vector, compromised
credentials.

Now, I don't have to go to development and ask them to kick off security testing. They
do it as part of their process and I get the results in InsightAppSec. I'm out of their
way, they can move fast, and we don't have to spend money on third parties.
NIGEL HEDGES
HEAD OF INFORMATION SECURITY, CPA AUSTRALIA
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ABOUT SYNOPSYS

Synopsys offers the most

Coverity is a cornerstone in building secure C code as part of our
security development lifecycle.
UWE SODAN
TIP GOVERNANCE, CODE ANALYSIS TEAM LEAD, SAP

comprehensive solution for
building integrity—security and
quality—into your SDLC and supply
chain. We’ve united leading testing
technologies, automated analysis,
and experts to create a robust
portfolio of products and services.

It’s not so much that Coverity is our only safety net—we have other means to ensure safety such as code reviews and
testing. But the real benefit of Coverity is that it can find specific defects which are very hard, if not impossible, to find by
other means. These defects are also the ones that rarely occur, and in the worst case are identified in the field, but are the
most expensive and highest risk defects to Frequentis and our customers. Coverity is a good compliment to our existing
processes and tools to ensure the highest levels of product safety and quality.
ANDREAS GERSTINGER
SOFTWARE QUALITY AND SOFTWARE SAFETY ENGINEER, FREQUENTIS

This portfolio enables companies
to develop customized programs
for detecting and remediating
defects and vulnerabilities early in
the development process,
minimizing risk and maximizing
productivity. We don’t stop when

With Synopsys Static Analysis, we can control our code quality and
meet our customers’ demands and expectations.
FRANK CHANG
DEPUTY MANAGER, MSTAR SEMICONDUCTOR

the test is over. As a recognized
leader in Application Security
Testing, we offer onboarding and
deployment assistance,
remediation guidance, and training
solutions that empower you to
optimize your investment.

Altogether, we’ve found Seeker to be much more accurate and easier to use than other application security
testing tools. Seeker IAST allows us to improve our secure development process while cutting back on
development costs. Synopsys is a vendor that delivers on its promise and more, with a solid offering and a
strong team to back that product up. Seeker allows EL AL to apply agile methodology in our development,
testing, and release of new software versions in rapid cadence.
CLAUDE ZRIBI
HEAD OF DEVELOPMENT AND INTEGRATION, EL AL
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ABOUT ACUNETIX

We utilize Acunetix to more thoroughly assess internet-facing websites and servers. Acunetix
helps us identify vulnerabilities in conjunction with other vulnerability scanning applications.
Acunetix has been a more reliable application when discovering / determining different types of
malicious code injection vulnerabilities (SQL, HTML, CGI, etc).
CARTER HORTON
ASSOC. INFORMATION ANALYST, GD INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Acunetix is the market leader, and
a pioneer in automated web
application security technology.
Acunetix products and
technologies are depended on
globally by individual pen-testers
and consultants all the way to large

We use Acunetix for initial site enumeration and to ensure that we cover all common surface area and
attacks with at least a minimum level of testing. Most of our testing is completed manually and we find
logic issues, and so on, but occasionally we focus on difficult to find issues instead of simple issues, like a
file upload flaw hidden in the corner of a site that Acunetix brings to our attention.
BRIAN W. GRAY
SR. INFORMATION SECURITY ENGINEER, CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY

organizations. Acunetix brings an
extensive feature-set of both
automated and manual
penetration testing tools, enabling
security analysts to perform a
complete vulnerability assessment,
and repair detected threats, with
just the one product. Acunetix is a

Acunetix is an industry-leading web security solution with lots of advanced features to
scan modern websites or applications including SPAs. It has several industry reporting
formats including compliance reports and it really helps make life easier.
TAWHIDUR RAHMAN
SENIOR TECHNICAL SPECIALIST (DATA SECURITY AND DIGITAL DIPLOMACY), BGD E-GOV CIRT

privately held European company.

We use it to scan new application launches, and use it yearly to audit
new development. It has allowed us to catch a vulnerability in a piece of
software from a vendor.
TROY DOWD
OWENS-ILLINOIS, INC.
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ABOUT NETSPARKER

Netsparker develops industry

We are now more confident in our code thanks to scanning it with Netsparker Cloud. Knowing
that we can deploy a test site and have it scanned for the latest security threats in just minutes
does help ensure that we keep the most recent releases as secure as possible.
JAMES ALLSUP
PROJECT TECHNICAL CONSULTANT, OPENCART

leading desktop and cloud based
automated web application
security scanners. Netsparker
scanners are very easy to use and
their proof-based vulnerability
scanning technology enables you
to easily and automatically detect
SQL Injection, Cross-site scripting

We scan all our websites for vulnerabilities as they are being developed. These scans
are also used to satisfy a yearly scanning requirement from our governing
organization. We have identified and corrected over 100 vulnerabilities with
Netsparker.
DAVID POPE
ALABAMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

and other vulnerabilities in your
websites, web applications and
web services. Netsparker’s unique
scanning, detection and auto
exploitation techniques allow the
web vulnerability scanners to be
dead accurate.

We use Netsparker for a quick security check on our applications or incorrect web
configurations prior to launching a new product. Netsparker gives us a high quality
report that covers every need, whether for a web developer or a security engineer.
JANI RAVAS
IT MANAGER, SPORTNA LOTERIJA

We have it included in our continuous integration process through Team city. Upon every
check-in, it will not only deploy to our development environment, but will run the Netsparker
security scan on the site and give us updates/reports on the OWASP threats to ensure we are
maintaining a secure site. We love the product.
PAUL JOHNSON
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING MANAGER, KANSAS CITY UNIVERSITY
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ABOUT NOWSECURE

NowSecure is the mobile app
security technology company

We reached out to NowSecure and were pleased that they rapidly
responded in 24 hours to test our mobile app so we could speed it to
market from start to finish in just a few weeks.
VICKI SEYFERT-MARGOLIS
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, MYOWNMED

enterprises trust to help them
deliver secure customer
experiences through mobile apps
and manage risk associated with
mobile-centric workforces using
dual-use devices. NowSecure’s
customers include the world’s

NowSecure, as an unaffiliated third party that focuses on security, tests
and certifies the app for our customers.
AVI ELKONI
CTO, VAPORSTREAM

largest banking, healthcare,
insurance, and government
organizations. NowSecure delivers
mobile app security testing, mobile
app certification, third-party
mobile app vetting, incident
response, and compliance
solutions.

We are excited to partner with experts like NowSecure to bring automated mobile app security testing and
NIAP compliance into our BESPIN program. This new capability can help the Air Force, DoD and federal
agencies confidently unleash more widespread development and use of mobile apps. From the SBIR award
a year ago to shipping product today, we are achieving our goals of moving fast with continuous
innovation.
MICHAEL VALENTIN
OPERATIONS & SUPPORT SERVICE MANAGER, U.S. AIR FORCE BESPIN

I was looking for a tool that would give me comprehensive intelligence on the security of an
application based off the click of a button and NowSecure provides that functionality.
NowSecure saves me a lot of time and it saves our developers a lot of time.
RORY MCENTEE
FORMER DIRECTOR OF PRODUCT SECURITY, SAP CONCUR
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ABOUT WHITEHAT SECURITY

WhiteHat provides Proof-of-Concept code for vulnerabilities, so
developers will trust vulnerability data and take action.
CURT JEPPSON
SENIOR SECURITY ENGINEER, REACHLOCAL

Headquartered in Santa Clara,
California, WhiteHat Security is a
leading provider of website
vulnerability management
services. WhiteHat delivers turnkey
solutions that enable companies to
secure valuable customer data,
comply with industry standards
and maintain brand integrity.

WhiteHat gives us the ability to identify issues early in the development
process and quickly retest. The reports make it easy to communicate
the overall security posture without having to give technical specifics.
KEN MAIER
CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER, ADVANCE LOAN TECHNOLOGIES

WhiteHat Sentinel, the company's
flagship service, is the only solution
that incorporates expert analysis
and industry-leading technology to
provide unparalleled coverage to
protect critical data from attacks.

With WhiteHat we have a solution that continuously helps us mitigate any web
application vulnerabilities efficiently and effectively and the information provided now
forms an integral part of the way we develop and deploy secure code.
TIM HARDING
HEAD OF OPERATIONS, RIGHTMOVE

WhiteHat has the validation if the vulnerability that’s discovered is a false positive or not, and
that’s extremely powerful for us since we’re a small group focusing on building the software
securely. When you have WhiteHat as a strategic partner in the solution, it’s easier to figure out.
JOHN PESCATORE
DIRECTOR OF EMERGING SECURITY TRENDS, SANS WHAT WORKS
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ABOUT ZERONORTH

ZeroNorth is the security industry’s
first provider of orchestrated risk
management. Organizations that

Raytheon protects every side of cyber for government agencies,
businesses and nations. Working with ZeroNorth solutions supports
our ability to secure software throughout the entire development
lifecycle.
JOHN DESIMONE
VICE PRESIDENT OF CYBERSECURITY, RAYTHEON INTELLIGENCE

rely on software as a competitive
advantage trust ZeroNorth to
manage risks by orchestrating the
continuous and comprehensive
discovery and remediation of
vulnerabilities.

ZeroNorth gives us the visibility and assurance that we’re lowering risks to the organization.
And it does so while reducing the staffing requirements for implementing and managing
existing scanning tools and increasing their collective value. ZeroNorth is an important partner
that gives us confidence in our security posture.
AMIT BHARDWAJ
VICE PRESIDENT, IT SECURITY AND COMPLIANCE, RODAN+FIELDS

Using ZeroNorth has freed up resources to focus on more strategic
initiatives and has given us confidence that we are achieving the highest
standard of security that both Cytobank and our customers demand.
ANGELA LANDRIGAN
DIRECTOR OF PRODUCTS AND SECURITY OFFICER, CYTOBANK

It was critical that the solution we developed for this large telco be delivered as a single pane of glass that
both provided consistency across disparate applications and eased the burden of remediating
vulnerabilities. The ZeroNorth platform is the only solution that enables us to consistently apply security
across applications and infrastructure in the context of the diverse applications portfolio our customer has
in place.
BRIAN MCGRAW
HEAD OF ADVISORY SERVICES, CYBERPROOF
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ABOUT OUTPOST24

Outpost24 is a vulnerability
management company providing

I would recommend Outpost24 solutions to any business who struggles to detect and manage
vulnerabilities efficiently like we did and their technology is second to none in maintaining the
security of our critical web apps and enables us to continually deliver exceptional service to our
customers.
KNUT ERIK BALLESTAD
SYSTEMS ARCHITECT AND SECURITY, KOMPLETT GROUP

best-in-class solutions to help
users identify and mitigate
weaknesses in their network.
Outpost24 offers real-time
vulnerability alerts and
solution-based reports that
facilitate the instant recognition of

The continual penetration testing and automated scanning solution from Outpost24
is vital as we’re monitored for vulnerabilities 24x7. Manual testing and checks provide
an additional security layer when there’s a new version of the software to release.
JOHN HIXON
R&D DIRECTOR, CEZANNE HR

imminent threats. With more than
40 locations worldwide, Outpost24
collectively scans over 400 million
IP addresses weekly and detects
more than 12 thousand
vulnerabilities on a daily basis.
More than 2000 companies around
the world trust Outpost24 to

apisec.ai provided exceptional support to us throughout the on-boarding and configuration
stages. Their capabilities got us testing our APIs for a broad range of vulnerabilities in a very
short period of time. This allowed us to focus our valuable resources on working with our
Engineering teams instead of building complex test cases for our APIs.
TIM DZIERZEK
DIRECTOR OF INFORMATION SECURITY, SEISMIC

protect their internal and external
network security; from
government entities, to financial
institutions; and from global
retailers to telecommunication
providers.

Utilizing an automated security testing tool like Outpost24 has helped reduce 3,000 audits to 1
audit and documents that our system is secure to our customers. SWAT has enhanced our
security capabilities and now we have a complete view of threats and the expert hackers at
Outpost24 use their skills so we can prove we’re impenetrable.
THOMAS KJÆRGAARD
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, FOUNDER AND CO-OWNER, EASYSIGNUP
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ABOUT SQREEN

Sqreen is the industry’s first

Sqreen is on autopilot now for me. We haven’t had a single false positive since we implemented it. I’m able
to stay on top of our application security situation through email and Slack alerts, which frees up a lot of
time for me to work more closely with our developers. Sqreen’s clarity of presentation supports me in
educating our developers on security topics as well, so it’s been fantastic all the way around.
RONNIE PISANI
CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER, NINJACAT

provider of Application Security
Management (ASM), unifying
application security needs into one
single platform, giving over 500
companies unprecedented
visibility and protection in
production. Sqreen enables

I really like the Playbooks functionality. It’s great to have visibility into what’s covered
by Sqreen, and the flexibility to dictate how I want to respond. This is super powerful
and something I’m looking forward to digging deeper into as we scale.
GUILLAUME LUCCISANO
CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER, TRIPLEBYTE

developers, operations and
security teams to scale their
security without impacting
engineering velocity. The company
was founded by security veterans
who previously led the offensive
security team at Apple. Sqreen is
backed by Greylock Partners, Y

Sqreen’s intelligent notification system allows us to stay focused on
what really matters. We only get notified over Slack when our attention
is needed.
SMRUTI PARIDA
CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER, NESTAWAY

Combinator, Alven and Point Nine.

In a single day, we have 2-3 different complex attacks, such as scans + discovery + SQL injection attempts.
Sqreen not only lets us see that these are happening, but also blocks them. We have the fine-grained
control to dictate our response with Sqreen too. For the more aggressive attacks, we can block the IP
address forever, while we can respond with temporary pauses for more basic ones.
MARIO KAMBUROV
SECURITY ENGINEER, PRODUCTBOARD
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ABOUT TEMPLARBIT

Templarbit is a next-gen security

With Templarbit deployed we were able to get visibility and intelligent
blocking of web threats, without a performance impact.
LOGAN HETZEL
LEAD INFOSEC, VARMOUR

company focused on building
modern solutions that empower a
new generation of security teams.
With a focus on bringing a
data-driven approach to
application security, they are on a
mission to make the connected

Templarbit delivers best of breed security solutions that are both easy
to use and extremely powerful.
PHILIP MARTIN
CHIEF INFORMATION SECURITY OFFICER, COINBASE

world a safer place.

The team at Templarbit has leveraged their deep security expertise to
build a product that makes the web more secure.
TAMMY SUN
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, CARROT FERTILITY

Templarbit allowed us to instantly check a lot of our compliance boxes,
which in turn helps us close deals.
DEREK LO
DIRECTOR OF PRODUCT, HIRED
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ABOUT WALLARM

Wallarm offers an adaptive security platform including an integrated
Web vulnerability scanner and NG-WAF solution with automatically
generated security rules based on AI.
CHRIS RODRIGUEZ
SENIOR SECURITY ANALYST, FROST & SULLIVAN

Wallarm is an AI-powered
application security platform
designed for modern web
applications and APIs. It organically
combines vulnerability detection
with a next-generation web
application firewall (WAF). Wallarm
is developed on top of NGINX, an
increasingly popular

We started using Wallarm in 2015. For more than five years of a successful partnership, we’ve
used their WAF in the blocking mode across our entire infrastructure. It has shown high
efficiency in detecting attacks, with an insignificant rate of false-positives. We recommend this
solution as a proven and effective WAF to anyone who wants to increase the security for their
business.
KONSTANTIN GOLUBITSKY
CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER, XSOLLA

high-performance web server and
load balancer used by 35% of the
busiest 1000 websites. It targets
clients with high loaded web
projects in e-commerce,
SaaS/PaaS, big data, news media,
communication, and online

In the 15 months of using the Wallarm solution in our AWS infrastructure, we have seen
already low false positive rates come down even further and had no security breaches.
Wallarm’s product works well; it is really esy to install and get up and running quickly.
ANDREY NEVEROV
HEAD OF ENGINEERING, TRUCKER PATH

payment markets.
Ensuring the ability to meet HIPAA guidelines for PHI compliance and to be able to provide the
service at a reasonable price point were also important in the decision to go with Wallarm. WAF
security is very important to help manage and support a complex application such as iMedNet.
Wallarm is a perfect fit for providing a WAF solution to MedNet.
GARY JOHNSON
INFRASTRUCTURE ARCHITECT, MEDNET SOLUTIONS
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